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Wines by the glass         

White wine  125 175 250  btl 

200. tierra antica sauvignon blanc  2.95 4.55 5.90 18.50 

Intense mouth-watering citrus aromas of grapefruit and  

lime with a mineral, slightly salty hint on the finish.  

Enjoyed equally with food or by the glass. Chile.12.5% 

201. pinot grigio venezie giulia, sacchetto 3.20 4.95 6.40 21.50 

Fresh, fruity and dry with nice weight and a hint of spice   

and lemon on the finish. Very easy drinking and  

best tasted on its own.  Italy. 12% 

400. domaine des pourthie, chardonnay  3.35  5.10      6.70 22.00 

Refreshing green apple nose with a hint of butteriness. 

an easy drinking un-oaked chardonnay.  France. 13% 

403. faultline sauvignon blanc, Marlborough  4.25  6.50  8.50 25.50 

A well rounded and fresh wine with a delicate aroma of  

Sweet honeysuckle, tropical fruits and a subtle  

hint of herbs. Perfect choice with fresh fish and  

enjoyed throughout a meal. New Zealand.  12.5% 

207. gavi di gavi ‘fossili’ san silvestro piemonte      4.70 7.00 9.50 28.00 

Excellent citrus fruit on the nose, hint of floral undertones.  Delicate spicy notes 

with a long and crisp finish. Italy. 12.5% 

 

 

Rose wine  125 175 250  btl 

500. encantador, bobal rose 3.35 5.05 6.70 20.00 

A vibrant, deeply coloured rose with beautiful aromas  

of crushed raspberries and light summer fruits. The remarkable  

floral and fruity character is carried through to the palate. Spain. 12.5% 

501. Chateau de campuget, syrah grenache rose 3.55 5.35 7.10 21.25 

A very aromatic bouquet, exhaling scents of small red fruits 

such as raspberries or black currants. The final taste is very long, 

leaving a delicate impression of fruitiness. France 12.5% 
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Wines by the glass          

Red wine  125 175 250  btl 

800. Saddle creek Shiraz cabernet 2.95 4.55 5.90 18.50 

 Peppery, plum and violet characters balanced with  

subtle oak. Australia. 13% 

  heady with the scent of garrigue. France. 13.5%. 

700. domaine des pourthie, merlot  3.30 5.10 6.60 22.00 

Deep vibrant colour with sweet berry fruit on the nose  

and palate. Can be enjoyed while relaxing in the bar  

or with food. France. 13.5% 

701. dona paula malbec, mendoza 3.50 5.30 6.95 23.00 

 Aromas of fresh red and black fruit, berries, spices and 

cigar box. an excellent choice to enjoy on its own. Argentina. 14% 

702. chevalier d’argeant, bordeaux  3.65 5.55 7.25 23.50 

 A soft, berry-flavoured claret, from merlot and cabernet  

grapes. it does not undergo any oak ageing, to preserve the 

purity of its slightly earthy flavours of cassis, green pepper and spice.. France. 13%. 

703. hugonell, rioja crianza     3.80 5.70 7.60      24.00 

 Aged in oak barrels, it shows ripe red fruit flavours,  

with subtle hints of vanilla and coconut.  

a delicious medium-bodied red. Spain. 13.5% 

 
Sparkling wine + champagne   125ml  btl 

1401. gocci de favola prosecco, extra dry NV  5.50  27.50 

A fresh, fragrant and fruity Prosecco with aromas of pear and apple.  

On the palate it is off-dry and lively with an attractive crisp finish. Italy 

1408. moutard grand cuvée champagne, nv  9.50  48.00 

Fine, rich, developed nose with fragrances of butter,  

almond and brioche. France.  

1407. sugrue pierre brut 2010, south downs   63.00  

 Fresh lemon flavours mingle with bready notes through-out, silken textured palate 

 with mouth-watering acidity. England. 

                       1403. pinot grigio blush spumante, sacchetto nv    29.00 

Fine and continuous bubbles, this off dry sparkling  wine is fruity and appealing  

with a floral and fresh fruity bouquet and a lingering finish. Italy. 
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Whites           

Off dry & aromatic white wine    btl 

100. Founders chenin blanc, swartland winery    21.50 

 Enticing fruit salad flavours, especially guava. 

 Upfront fresh tropical fruity flavours, on the nose and palate.  

 This fruity wine has a lovely crisp finish. South Africa. 13% 

101. Opal ridge gewürztraminer verdelho    23.50 

 A brilliant combination of gewürztraminer and verdelho 

 producing a vibrant and dresh tasting wine.  Australia. 11.5% 

102. torrontes, andeluna, mendoza     27.00 

 Delightful aromas of white flowers, jasmine, peach,  

 apricot and grapefruit combine with flavours of tropical  

 fruits, citrus and spices. Argentina. 13.5% 

104. vouvray, chateau gaudrelle    36.50 

 This classic vouvray in the “sec-tendre” style with just  

 the right amount of residual sugar to balance out the  

 racy acidity of the chenin Blanc grape. France. 13.5%.   

105. Riesling yellow seal, schloss johannisberg, rheingau   44.00 

 A fragrant, fruity bouquet of lemon and peach. Fuller on  

 the palate, off dry, peachy, crisp acidity and a long finish. Germany. 11.5% 

 

 Dry, crisp & light white wine     btl 

200. tierra antica sauvignon blanc     18.50 

 Intense mouth-watering citrus aromas of grapefruit and  

 lime with a mineral, slightly salty hint on the finish. Chile. 12.5% 

201. Pinot grigio venezie giulia, sacchetto    21.50 

 Fresh, fruity and dry with nice weight and a hint of spice   

 and lemon on the finish.  Italy. 12% 

202. rey santo, xavier sanz    24.00 

Vibrant lemon and citrus fruit with lively concentration,  

beautifully fresh. Spain. 13% 

203. godello blanco, finca os cobatos   24.50 

 Highly aromatic with fruit notes and mineral sensation.  

 Crisp and dry with notes of pineapple and tropical fruit. Spain. 13% 

204. gerard bertrand, 6eme blanc, sauvignon blanc   22.00 

 The nose is complex, both floral and fruity. Grades of fresh fruits  

 and a smooth finish. Very enjoyable and easy drinking wine  
due to its aromatic freshness. France. 12.5% 

205. sauvignon de touraine, les petits faiteaux   26.50 

Very crisp sauvignon with a clean and very fresh finish.  

Very drinkable with or without food. France. 12.5%    
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Dry, crisp & light white wine        btl 

 

206. pinot blanc, dopff au moulin, alsace    27.50 

 Fresh and lively aromas of apple blossom and notes of ripe  

 pear with spice and almonds.  France. 12.5% 

207. gavi di gavi ‘fossili’ san silvestro piemonte   28.00 

Excellent citrus fruit on the nose, hint of floral undertones.  Delicate spicy notes 

with a long and crisp finish. Italy. 12.5% 

208. Soave classic DOC san michele, ca’ rugate   29.50 

Light straw in colour this elegant wine, built with hints of camomile  

and elderflower on the nose, and notes of sweet almond on the finish. Italy. 12% 

209. grüner veltliner ‘spiegel’, weingut rabl    31.50 

 A fine, fresh bouquet with lemon, citrus and mineral tones on 

 The palate. Austria. 12.5% 

210. collavini, pinot grigio ‘villa canlungo’ collio   33.50 

 Fresh tasting and delicious pinot grigio, with intense aromatics and  

 hint of fresh fruit, finish is elegent and long. Italy. 12.5% 

211. larry cherubino, ad hoc wallflower riesling   35.00 

 Softly textured with citrus flavours lingering onto the palate.  

 Long acidity and persistent with a flavoursome finish. Australia. 11.5% 

212. domaine jean goulley chablis   45.00 

 Clean and refreshingly crisp with a dry mineral finish,  

 fuller than most chablis. France. 12% 

213. pomino bianco, marchesi de’ frescobaldi    36.00 

 Fresh and enticing bouquet of green apples,  peaches and a 

  fresh and youthful flavour.  Italy. 12.5% 

214. grüner veltliner ‘johann’ federspiel, donabaum   36.50 

 Fine aromas of white pepper and cardamom, fruit flavours 

  reminiscent of green apple. Well balanced.  Austria. 12% 

215. sancerre domaine gerard millet, loire valley    36.50 

 Vibrant sauvignon notes of grapefruit and lemon with  

 good weight and a clean crisp finish.  France. 12.5% 
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Dry, crisp & light white wine        btl 

 

216. riesling haardter mandelring kabinett trocken, weegmuller  38.00 

 Delicate nose with hints of spice and pineapple, packed  

 with tropical fruit and lovely intensity.  Germany. 12.5% 

217. thalassitis assyrtiko, gaia wines, santorini    38.00 

 minerally with fresh lemon zest, and underlying floral notes. Greece. 13% 

218. gavi di gavi ‘rovereto’ Michele chiarlo, piemonte   39.00 

 dry, spicy with a pleasant mineral and floral tone and  

 mouthwatering finish.  Italy. 12.5%  

 The nose and palate. Classic 6hablis. France. 12.5% 

220. alvarinho minho, reguengo de malgaco    40.00 

 Fresh and fruity with aromas of pear, apple and stone fruit. Portugal. 13% 

221. koshu kayagatake, grace winery    44.00 

 Light and floral with notes of honeydew melon and apple flesh.   

 Japan. 11.5% 

 

  

Oaked, full white wines    btl 

300. blanco senorio de ondarre    22.00 

A spicy wine with ripe fruit and vanilla tones, creamy mouthfeel  

and a long elegant finish. Spain 12% 

301. colheita seleccionada adega de pegoes white    26.00 

 A full flavoured wine with good weight and a  

creamy vanilla oak character. Portugal 13% 

302. château ksara blanc de blancs, bekaa valley    27.00 

 Hazelnut aromas and exotic fruit on the nose with  

hints of spice, pineapple and nuts.  Lebanon. 12.5%. 

303. lismore estate, barrel fermented sauvignon blanc   33.50 

Attractive and complex bouquet with a scent of light white peach,  

palate is well-balanced with a long driven finish. South Africa. 13%.  

304. Hen & chicken chardonnay, larry cherubino    37.00 

 Aromas of citrus and melon with a soft palate and flavours 

 of lemon butter with gentle oak and spice. Australia. 13%  

305. domaine de georges bertrand corbieres blanc    41.00 

Bouquet of toasted oak and minerals with a dominance of tropical fruit.  

Elegent and well balanced palate with a fresh, long finish. France. 13.5%. 
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Oaked, full white wines    btl 

 

306. domaine tabordet, pouilly fume laurier    42.00 

Characteristic flinty nose and palate opening out to show floral  

and dried fruit scents. Good weight, full bodied and balanced acidity  

throughout. France. 12.5% 

307. lismore estate vineyards, viognier    44.00 

An expressive bouquet with hints of smoke and walnut and toffee.  

Palate is lively and ripe of apricot and mandarin, with a  

long walnut inspired finish. South Africa. 13% 

308. pouilly fuissé prestige, château beauregard, burgundy   50.50 

 Stone fruit, floral and ripe pear aromas with grapefruit  

and mineral in the mouth to a creamy, buttery finish. France 13%  

                                                                                                                                                       

310. châteauneuf du pape blanc, château fortia    52.50 

 Deep golden colour, rich with a pronounced mineral flavour.  

France. 13% 

311. meursault ‘le limozin’ domaine rené monnier, burgundy, 2011/12/13 72.00 

 Fine lemony fruit with peach, pineapple notes and well integrated oak. France.13% 

312. condrieu terrasses de l’empire, georges vernay, rhône, 2009/12/14 99.00 

 Lovely lychee, peach and full, creamy palate.  Pure viognier  

Expression. France 13.5% 

313. puligny montrachet 1er cru ‘les folatières’ rené monnier, 2012  105.00 

 An elegant, glamorous wine with apricot and mineral notes.  

France 13.5% 

 

  

Unoaked fruity white wines    btl 

400. domaine des pourthie chardonnay, vin de pays d’oc    21.00 

  Refreshing green apple nose with a hint of butteriness. 

Easy drinking un-oaked chardonnay.  France. 13% 

401. san marzano, sauvignon malvasia ‘ll pumo   22.00 

fresh and soft white wine with a golden glow. The fragrance features 

shades of fruit and flowers and the taste is round and delicate. Italy. 12.5% 

402. falanghina ‘albente’, feudi di san gregorio   24.50 

 Clean and sharp nose with hints of white flowers and 

 stoned fruits. Palate is vibrant and balanced with a clean finish. Italy. 13%.  

403. faultline sauvignon blanc, marlborough                    25.50 

 A well rounded and fresh wine with a delicate aroma of  

 Sweet honeysuckle, tropical fruits and a subtle hint of herbs.  

 New Zealand.  12.5% 
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Unoaked fruity white wines        btl 

 

404. lucien M mâcon villages   26.50 

 Dry and fruit with a fine bouquet of lime tree flowers,  

 Rich and round.  France. 12.5% 

               405.          Tandem inmacula, viognier, viura   27.00 

  Very fine nose which gives rise to aromas of apricot, pear,  

                                White flowers and an elegant mineral touch. spain 14% 

406. Southern right sauvignon Blanc, walker bay   27.00 

 Wonderful balance of forward fruit and minerality with a generous  

 Complexity to complement the wine’s natural varietal fruitiness  

 And citrus flavours. South Africa. 13% 

407. ‘1753’ viognier château de campuget du gard   27.50 

 Delicious peachy and apricot fruit fresh and long tasting.  

 France 13.5% 

408. mahana riesling, nelson   31.50 

 Citrus blossom and fragrant, white lily on the nose with  

 Lime and mandarin characters to an elegant finish.   

 New Zealand. 12% 

409. pecorino terre di cheiti, linea cru   35.50 

 Fresh and fruity, with clear notes of citrus fruits and  

 Tropical fruits, white peach, mango and sage. 13.5%. Italy 

410. Pioneer block 3 sauvignon Blanc, saint clair   38.00 

  Blackcurrant leaf and nettles, with a deliciously concentrated  

  and long palate, where new world power meets old  

  World refinement.  New Zealand. 13 % 
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Rose 

All the flavour none of the tannins    btl  

500. Encantador, bobal rose     20.00 

 A vibrant, deeply coloured rose with beautiful aromas  

 Of crushed raspberries and light summer fruits. The remarkable  

 Floral and fruity character is carried through to the palate. Spain. 12.5% 

501. Chateau de campuget, syrah grenache rose     21.25 

   A very aromatic bouquet, exhaling scents of small red fruits 

   Such as raspberries or black currants. The final taste is very long, 

Leaving a delicate impression of fruitiness. France 12.5% 

502. château de l’aumerade rosé, provence    27.00 

Fresh nose with citrus aromas such as orange and grapefruit 

Complemented by a full, spicy and fleshy palate. France. 14% 

503. château ksara, gris de gris, bekaa valley    28.00 

An aromatic nose of berries and flowers, with a touch of jasmine. 
Fresh and light, it is vivid, elegant and harmonious. Lebanon. 13.5% 

504. vigne nuove cerasuolo rosé, valle reale, abruzzo   29.00 

 Perfumed nose reminiscent of cherry and violet.  Fresh,  

Rich and broad with aromatic nuances. Italy. 12.5% 
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Reds 
Light bodied & light tannin red wines    btl 

600. heraldique, cuvee prestige rouge   19.75 

  a selection of typical southern French grapes combine in a rich, 

  full-bodied and characterful blend,  

  heady with the scent of garrigue. France. 13.5%. 

601. vina edmara, pinot noir, valle central    23.50 

  spicy black cherry and wild berry fruit, complemented  

  by cedary oak and minerally dry leaf notes. Delicate and 

  savoury. Chile. 13.5%.      

602. oliver ravier fleurie beaujolais     35.00 

 Subtle floral aromas surrounding a core of deep red fruits. The palate is full of finesse 

           With a rich silky texture and a hint of bitter cocoa on the finish. France. 13% 

                       603.         dopff pinot noir rouge des 2 cerfs, Alsace                                                          40.00 

                                        A vibrant cherry nose with hints of violet, 

                                                followed by delicate red fruit flavours with 

                                                soft tanninis and a fresh, dry finish, France 13%                                                                      

                       604. ‘doctors creek’ block 14 pinot noir, saint clair    46.00 

 rounded, luscious wine with a soft, full palate and good  

length of fruit flavours dominated by redcurrant and cherry  

with a hint of plum. New Zealand. 13.5%. 

                       606. rockburn pinot noir, central otago    55.00 

 deeply fruited with delicate floral tones with a touch of  

liquorice and supple silky tannins to a long, spicy finish.   

New Zealand.  14.5% 

 

Medium bodied & fruity red wines    btl 

700. merlot domaine des pourthie, d’oc    19.75 

deep vibrant colour with sweet berry fruit on the nose  

and palate.  can be enjoyed while relaxing in the bar on with food. France. 13.5% 

701. dona paula malbec, mendoza    20.75 

 aromas of fresh red and black fruit, berries, spices and 

 cigar box. Argentina. 14% 

702. chevalier d’argeant, bordeaux    21.75 

a soft, berry-flavoured claret, from merlot and cabernet  

grapes. it does not undergo any oak ageing, to preserve the 

purity of its slightly earthy flavours of cassis, green pepper and spice.. France. 13%. 

703. hugonell, rioja crianza    22.75 

 aged in oak barrels, it shows ripe red fruit flavours,  

with subtle hints of vanilla and coconut.  

a delicious medium-bodied red. Spain. 13.5%                                     

704. côtes du rhône ‘est ouest’ andre brunel     27.00 

 spicy with juicy, ripe fruit, good structure and ripe tannins.   

France. 13.5%       
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Medium bodied & fruity red wines       btl 
 

705. remole sangiovese di toscana, frescobaldi    24.00 

 a medium bodied wine with typical fruity and  

youthful notes. the palate is quite full, velvety and  

well-balanced. Italy. 12.5% 

706. notios red agioritiko, gaia wine  29.00 

 hints of gooseberry and a discreet aroma of oak creating 

 a soft, fruity flavour. Greece. 13.5%  

707. saint clair merlot, marlborough   34.00 

 medium bodied with lifted plum notes, currant,  

chocolate and mushroom with hints of toasty, spicy oak. New Zealand. 14% 

708. bourgogne pinot noir domaine rené monnier, burgundy   43.00 

 raspberry fruit with firm tannins. France. 12.5%. 

                            709.          ad hoc, middle of everywhere shiraz  37.00  
fresh wine with plenty of blackberry and cassis fruit, 
and a hint of liquorice on the finish. Australia 14.5% 

710. groot constantina, pinotage   41.00 

the wine shows an abundance of ripe fruit on the nose, like strawberries,  

black cherries and plums, with hints of toasty oak and sweet vanilla.  

the natural acidity gives a freshness to the wine and the tannins are soft 

 and approachable. South Africa. 14% 

711. gevrey-chambertin, pierre naigeon, burgundy   90.00 

raspberry fruit tones with spice and a good depth of flavour. France. 12.5%. 

                712.         fox Gordon, the dark prince, nero d’avola                                                        40.00 

                                 this is a voluptuous, inky nero d’avola fromAdelaide Hills, South Australia %14.5 

                714. domaine guy yvan dufouleur, nuits st georges  

 1er cru clos des perrieres, burgundy, 2010   84.00 

sweet cherry fruit with hints of violets. An attractive display on complex fruit  

and combined with elegance and finely grained tannins. France. 12% 

  

 

Medium bodied to full bodied red wines    btl 

800. saddle creek shiraz cabernet    17.75 

 peppery, plum and violet characters balanced with  

subtle oak. Australia. 13% 

801. antina cabernet sauvignon tempranillo    22.00 

warm, earthy and mellow aromas with spice and ripe  

blackberry fruit with toasted wood in the background.  

 fruity and smooth.  Spain. 12.5% 
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Medium bodied to full bodied red wines    btl 

 

803. Kore, nero d’avola, duca di castelmonte                                24.00 

richly flavoured with ripe berry  fruit notes. Sicily.  13% 

804. aglianico ‘trigaio’, feudi di san gregorio    25.50 

aromas of cherry and raspberry on the nose carry on to the palate, 

which is full bodied and well balanced. Italy. 13.5% 

805. calico mane, zinfandel    27.00 
Intense and enticing, a heady aroma of chocolate, plums,  

damson and blackberry, with oceans of super-ripe fruit on the  

palate and a long, generous finish. USA. 14%  

806. hugonell, rioja reserva   29.00 

 Aged for at least 3 years, with at least a year in oak barrels, it shows 

spicy red fruit flavours, with juicy ripeness and hints of cedar and  

coffee beans. this is a silky, elegant wine with a long finish. Spain. 14% 

807. berton reserve coonawarra cabernet sauvignon   30.00 

 intense, ripe berries with hints of chocolate and liquorice.  

Australia.  14.5%   

808. touriga nacional reserve, santo isidro de pegoes    30.00 

  complex aromas of black cherry, spice and integrated oak. Portugal. 13.5%. 

809. carmen carmenere gran reserve, colchagua      33.00 

  rich and velvety with intense aromas of ripe cherries and  

 blackberries with hints of red pepper, dried fruit and spice. Chile. 14%. 

810. gerard bertrand, terrior saint chinian, mouvedre, syrah                                36.00 

on the nose the wine gives a rich bouquet of forest fruits and garrigue, 
thyme, sage and rosemary. The palate is soft and round with soft 

 tannins neatly framing the fruit, Languedoc,  France. 14% 

811. matias riccitelli, ‘the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree’ malbec   41.00 

812. château cissac, haut medoc   43.00 

full flavoured, reliable, robust and balanced with notes  

of cedar and tobacco.  France.  12.5% 

                            813.         château boutisse, grand cru st emilion   47.00 

warm, intense bouquet of mocha and sweet spice.   

France.  13.5% 

 

815. chianti classic riserva petri, castello vicchiomaggio   49.00 

enticing, sweet, ripe fruit on the nose with flavours of  
concentrated black cherries with rich, opulent tannins.  Italy.  14% 

816. the yard acacia shiraz, larry cherubino   51.00 

aromatic spice and blue fruit notes, softly textured with  
ample, soft tannins. Australia.  13% 

818. château leoville barton reserve de leoville barton, 2011   71.00 

smooth with coffee and cedar notes.  France.  13% 
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Rich & robust red wines    btl 

900. château ksara reserve du couvent, bekaa valley   26.00 

 a complex nose of cloves, vanilla and mulberry with  
blueberry flavours.  Lebanon.  13% 

901. ad hoc, middle of everywhere shiraz  27.00  
fresh wine with plenty of blackberry and cassis fruit, 
and a hint of liquorice on the finish. Australia 14.5% 

902. the general, boer & brit   28.00 

 bordeaux-blend without cabernet sauvignon! generous,  

full bodied with “wild” dimension only possible from combining petit verdot, 

cabernet franc and malbec. South Africa.  14.5% 

903. avegiano montepulciano d’abruzzo, bove   29.00  

red berries and wild strawberries with elegant notes of wood on the finish. 

a well structured and harmonious red wine with a lingering finish. Italy. 13% 

904. minervois cuvee selection, la rouviole   29.00 

a subtle blend of ripe fruits with oaky, vanilla notes  

and a fine, velvety texture.  France.  14.5% 

905. perez cruz syrah limited edition, maipo alto   39.00 

distinctive aromas of blackberries and pepper with a  

touch of  smoke, full bodied and well structured but 

retaining elegance.  Chile.  14.5% 

906. perez cruz cot limited edition, maipo alto   40.00 

aromas of cedar, spice, black cherries and cassis.  

blueberry and spice on the palate with smooth, supple 

tannins. a very refined and elegant malbec. Chile.  14% 
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                    Rich & robust red wines    btl 

 

907. crozes hermitage ‘inspiration’, la ville rouge, rhône   34.50 

deep red, intense aromas of red fruits and black olives.   

spicy and peppery notes with silky tannins.  an elegant and  

silky textured wine.  France.  13% 

908. syrah la sommeliere, château de campuget   39.50 

concentrated with ripe syrah notes of chocolate and spice  

complemented by toasty oak.  France.  13.5% 

909. valpolicella ‘ripasso’ superior DOC, ca’ rugate   42.00 

full boided palate with soft tannins make for a velvety red,  

with excellent aromas of red cherry and a hint of spice. Italy. 14.5% 

910. bonsai shiraz, berton vineyard, cabernet   50.00 

rich and full-flavoured, with well-integrated oak that shows lovely  

black cherry, chocolate and white pepper flavours. Australia.  14.5% 

911. 62 annivesario primitivo di manduria   62.00 

a deep and complex nose with hints of prune, cherry jam,  

spice and tobacco. Italy.  14.5% 

913. andeluna reserve malbec, mendoza, 2014   70.50 

complex aromas of ripe red fruits, with sweet, floral notes, 

 especially the violets typical of malbec.  Argentina.  15% 

915. châteauneuf du pape les cailloux, andre brunel, 2012    78.50 

hints of cherries, smoke and ripe fruit with smooth flavours.  France.  14% 

916. barolo cerequio, michele chiarlo, piedmont, 2011   95.00 

a rich, aristocratic wine, full and savoury with a lingering finish.  Italy.  14% 

917. amarone, roccolo grassi, veneto, 2007/2012   105.00 

ripe fruit, beef, oak, summer pudding and cherry notes.   

fresh, light style.  Italy.  17% 
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Fine wines  

White wines    btl 

1000. riesling silberlack 1st growth, schloss johannisberg, rheingau,   99.00 

germany 2013     

1001. condrieu coteau de vernon, domaine georges vernay, rhone,   142.00 

france 2014      

1003. le montrachet domaine thenard, remoissenet, burgundy,   315.00 

france 2004   

Red wines    btl  

1004. far niente cabernet sauvignon, napa valley,     157.50 

USA 2009     

1005. fsm merlot, castello vicchiomaggio,     178.00 

italy 2007     

1006. château pichon longueville baron, bordeaux,     189.00 

france 2007 

 

  

Dessert wine 

1002. château climens, barsac, bordeaux,     172.00 

france 2005      

1008. château y’quem 1er cru classé, sauternes, bordeaux,    840.00 

france 2005 

 

 

 

 

Magnums           

1300. château beausite, st estephe, bordeaux    126.00 

 ripe blackcurrant fruit, balanced oak and good structure.  

full of power and temperament.  France.  13% 

1301. dogajolo rosso, carpineto      52.50 

 fruit, soft and full with notes of cherry, vanilla and 

 spice on the nose.  quite delicious. Italy.  13% 

1302. rioja reserva, bodegas ondarre    63.00 

 leather and spice on the nose, smooth and subtle on the 

 palate with strawberries and vanilla ice cream with well integrated  

tannins. Spain.  13.5% 
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Sparkling wine  btl 

Prosecco + sparkling wines 

                       1401. gocci de favola prosecco, extra dry nv    26.00 

A fresh, fragrant and fruity Prosecco with aromas of pear and apple.  

On the palate it is off-dry and lively with an attractive crisp finish. Italy 

                      1403. pinot grigio blush spumante, sacchetto nv    29.00 

fine and continuous bubbles, this off dry sparkling  wine is fruity and appealing  

with a floral and fresh fruity bouquet and a lingering finish. Italy. 

English sparkling 

                1407. sugrue pierre brut 2011, south downs   63.00  

 fresh lemon flavours mingle with bready notes through-out, silken textured palate 

 with mouth-watering acidity. England 

 

 

 

Champagne 

N.V champagne 

1408. champagne moutard grand cuvée, nv   48.00 

fine, rich, developed nose with fragrances of butter, almond and brioche. 

1409. champagne moutard prestige rose, nv   63.00 

subtle with complexity, the first floral senses blend with the essence of red fresh 
fruit evolving towards peppery and spicy aromas.  

1410. ruinart R’ de ruinart brut, nv   84.00 

a good, meaty, biscuity pinot influenced nose.  full, bright, leafy, 

red berry fruit on the palate with a firm mousse and creamy character.  

1411. bollinger special cuvée brut, nv    85.00 

powerful yet elegant, bone dry champagne with a high proportion 
of pinot noir giving a wonderfully biscuity nose, and flavours of  
citrus, nuts, figs and spice.  

1412. laurent-perrier cuvée rosé brut, nv   89.00 

the briefest liaison with grape skins tantalisingly leaves this 

delicate colour yet exudes a floral fragrance evolving soft red  

berry richness.  
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vintage champagne 

1413. bollinger la grande annee 2005   126.00 

 intense, rich and complex with notes of butter, caramel and toffee.  

aged for a minimum of five years on its lees, and under cork, before its release,  

this excellent bone-dry champagne is full and ripe with fine texture and mousse.  

1414. perrier-jouët belle epoque brut 2004/07   157.00 

rich bouquet and flavour with honey and lemon combined with notes of white 
flowers and fresh fruits through to an elegant, floral finish. 

1415. krug brut, 1998   400.00 

subtle, focused, and fine, its gossamer texture, gradually coating the palate with  
soft flavours of dried apricot, dried pineapple, almond paste, and sea brine 

 

1416. pol roger cuvee’ vintage sir Winston churchill 1999/04   210.00 

the nose is fresh, floral with hints of quince and a gentle yeasty character.  

On the palate it is, for the moment, restrained with greengage fruit,  

a hint of honey and a lick of citrus acidity. The finish is delicious hinting at the  

richness and complexity which will be revealed over time. 
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Dessert wines 100ml  375ml 

1500. nivole moscato d’asti, michele chiarlo    16.50 

A rich, delicate and well-balanced dessert wine from  

the muscat grape. Gently sparkling, the fruit dances  

lightly on the tongue. Italy. 5% 

1501. passito di pantelleria, carlo pellegrino    21.00 

This dessert wine, made from at least 20% of naturally dried grapes, 

is complex and elegant in style with a bouquet reminiscent of dried fruit, 

apricots and an intense and lingering finish. Italy.  15% 

1502. elysium black muscat, quady winery, california  5.90  20.00 

Rich berry flavour  and a crystalline aroma of rose petals  

and lychee. USA.15% 

1503. essensia  orange muscat, quady winery, california 5.90  20.00 

 Vibrant orange in colour, this wine delivers sweet oranges and apricots on the 
palate. USA. 15%   

1504. castelnau de suduiraut, sauternes    27.00 

A beautifully balanced sweet wine with luscious fruit and a  

lively balancing freshness. France.  14% 

 

 

Fortified wines 50ml btl 

1600. barros late bottled vintage port  4.00  40.00 

Bottled after 4 years in cask, this port is deeply coloured  

with aromas reminiscent of ripe berry fruits and mulberry.   

full bodied with a long finish. Portugal.  

1601. sandeman 10 yo tawny  4.50  48.00 

 A strong tawny character, balancing ripe fruit and jam with 

 hints of vanilla and raisins 

1602. sandeman 20 yo tawny  7.50  85.00 

 Dried fruit flavours harmoniously balanced, with deep ruby  

 colour through-out produce a rare and delicious tawny. 

 

 

 

 


